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Landscape in Kinyarwanda?
Landscape in Dutch

- Land, territory, property, identity (‘graafschap’)
- Management/governance structure (‘waterschap’)
- Collective work, collective action (‘gezelschap’)
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Landscape in Chinese: San-shui, 景觀格局

- The mountains and the water
- Harmony between the elements
- Landscape as a home of people
- Home to be proud of

Gyeomjae, 17th century
Why landscape approach; why now?

- Global problems, local solutions
- Call for integrative concepts: landscape restoration, climate smart agriculture, sustainable food & agriculture
- International agreement on climate change
- Sustainable development goals
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No blueprints, no guidelines, no methods...
Only principles (Sayer et al, 2013)

- Continual Learning and adaptive mgt.
- Resilience
- Multi-functionality
- Multiple stakeholders
- Multiple scales
- Common concern entry point
- Clarification of rights and duties
- Negotiated transparent change logic
- Strengthened stakeholder capacities
- Participatory monitoring

Landscape approach
Murakoze cyane!